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Appartementhaus Osterauer
holiday apartment in Erl

Welcome to apartment house Osterauer. Our apartment house was completed in 2016 and is situated in a quiet location in
the centre of Erl. The four lovely designed apartments in different sizes are all furnished with a kitchenette and a balcony.
Our apartment house is located in themiddle of a greenmeadowwith a view to the “Kaisergebirge”, the emperor mountain
range (Zahmer andWilder Kaiser). It is an ideal starting point for hikes or mountain tours as well as biking and cycling tours
(near ...

Facilities

meadowlands · central location · quiet location

Rooms and apartments
Current offers

Apartment lavender

From the large lobby you get directly into the four apartments. The

largest one is the apartment "lavender". It has an entrance area which

leads into the bathroom, the separate toilet or in one of the...

2-4 Personen · 2 Bedrooms · 55m²

ab

€ 33,00
per person on 25.05.2023

To the offer
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Apartment thyme

From the large lobby you get directly into the four apartments. The

apartment thyme has a bedroom ofmore than 28qmwith a

kitchenette and a bathroomwith shower and toilet. Floor heating, TV

andWLAN...

1-2 Personen · 1 Bedrooms · 28m²

ab

€ 26,00
per person on 25.05.2023

To the offer

Apartment mint

From the large lobby you get directly into the four apartments. The

apartment mint has a bedroom ofmore than 32qmwith a kitchenette

a bathroomwith shower and toilet. Floor heating, TV andWLAN as w...

1-2 Personen · 1 Bedrooms · 32m²

ab

€ 28,00
per person on 25.05.2023

To the offer

Conditions
Services included: heating, water, electricity, parking, bed linen, towels, kitchen utensils + dishes, washing machine, TV,
WLAN, balcony
Not included: bread roll service, delivery of organic products from the direct marketing company “HofladenMitterthrey”.
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